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ABSTRACT: Ferroelectric heterostructures, with capability of storing data at ultrahigh densities, could act as the platform for
next-generation memories. The development of new device paradigms has been hampered by the long-standing notion of
inevitable ferroelectricity suppression under reduced dimensions. Despite recent experimental observation of stable polarized
states in ferroelectric ultrathin films, the out-of-plane polarization components in these films are strongly attenuated compared
to thicker films, implying a degradation of device performance in electronic miniaturization processes. Here, in a model system
of BiFeO3/La0.7Sr0.3MnO3, we report observation of a dramatic out-of-plane polarization enhancement that occurs with
decreasing film thickness. Our electron microscopy analysis coupled with phase-field simulations reveals a polarization-
enhancement mechanism that is dominated by the accumulation of oxygen vacancies at interfacial layers. The results shed light
on the interplay between polarization and defects in nanoscale ferroelectrics and suggest a route to enhance functionality in
oxide devices.

KEYWORDS: Ferroelectric tunnel junctions, ultrathin films, polarization enhancement, oxygen vacancies,
transmission electron microscopy

As the demand for scaling nonvolatile memories down to
only a few nanometers continues to increase, hetero-

structures based on ferroelectric oxides have emerged as
promising candidates to meet the requirements of low power
consumption, fast write speed, large read/write cycle
endurance, high density, and multilevel functionalities.1,2 One

prototype device that has recently drawn considerable interest
is the ferroelectric tunnel junction (FTJ), in which an ultrathin
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ferroelectric film is sandwiched between two electrodes. Its
conductance is dominated by electronic tunneling through the
ultrathin film and can be modulated by reversing the
ferroelectric polarization with an applied electric field.3−5

Two different device configurations are frequently adopted in
practical FTJ devices. While the bottom electrode is usually an
epitaxial conductive buffer layer embedded between an
insulating substrate and the ferroelectric layer, the top
electrode can be either a second conductive layer deposited
above the ferroelectric film or just a conductive probe that can
move arbitrarily at the free surface of the film.3,6 The latter case
is particularly attractive for nanodevice applications, as it allows
the domain structures in the ferroelectric film to be
manipulated facilely and controllably by the mobile probe
and thus permits an ultrahigh density of storage bits to be
written.
To gain a fundamental understanding of the polarization

structures in FTJ, a number of theoretical and experimental
studies have explored the polarized states in ferroelectric thin
films with varying thicknesses.7−12 A general observation is that
with reduced film thickness, the out-of-plane polarization is
inevitably suppressed due to enhanced depolarization effects.
In some systems, a “critical thickness”, below which the
ferroelectric polarization is eliminated, also exists. For example,
using electrical measurements, Kim et al. observed significantly
reduced polarization in BaTiO3 thin films between two
metallic SrRuO3 electrodes when the films are <10 nm in
thickness.7 From first-principles calculations Junquera and
Ghosez showed that BaTiO3 thin films between two SrRuO3
electrodes lose their ferroelectricity when their thicknesses are
below a critical value of ∼2.4 nm.8 Using piezoresponse force
microscopy (PFM) Maksymovych et al. detected weak signals
of ferroelectric switching in BiFeO3 ultrathin films grown on
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 electrodes and predicted that the critical
thickness lies in the range from 1 to 2 nm.9 With in situ
optical second harmonic generation (ISHG), De Luca et al.
monitored the evolution of polarization states during the layer-
by-layer growth of both BaTiO3 and BiFeO3 films on SrRuO3
electrodes and found that ferroelectricity in both films does not
emerge until the films are more than 4 unit cells in thickness.10

This observed polarization attenuation or annihilation in
ferroelectric ultrathin films would in principle lead to degraded
performance in FTJ devices, but numerous groups have
reported very high tunnel electroresistance (TER) measured
from fabricated FTJ devices. Specifically, TER values as large as
6.0 × 108 % are reported in a four-unit-cell BaTiO3-based FTJ
device,13 and TER of ∼2700% is reported in a two-unit-cell
BiFeO3-based FTJ device.

14 Such measured giant TER requires
a significant and switchable out-of-plane polarization in the
ferroelectric ultrathin layer of the FTJ device. Therefore,
although extensive research activity has been devoted to the
technical exploration and fundamental understanding of FTJ
systems, a gap still exists between the optimization of device
configurations and the probing of polarization structures in
nanosized ferroelectrics. In particular, electrical measurements
of the polarization-field loops in ferroelectric ultrathin films are
complicated by leakage or tunneling currents. Measurements
with PFM can only provide indirect, semiquantitative estimates
of the polarization and can be affected by several artifacts
related with topographical features, background signals, or
nonpiezoelectric effects.15 In situ SHG is conducted during film
growth at elevated temperatures and thus cannot directly
reflect the room-temperature properties of ferroelectric films.

First-principle calculations often must ignore local defects that
may dominate the responses of real materials. It is thus
necessary to experimentally explore possible mechanisms of
polarization enhancement in ferroelectric ultrathin films, at the
atomic scale, to make full use of the technological potential of
FTJ devices.
Recent advances in aberration-corrected scanning trans-

mission electron microscopy (STEM) have opened exciting
opportunities for probing materials structures with sub-
angstrom-level precision and have made it possible to directly
measure the spatial distribution of polarization displacement
vectors in a ferroelectric crystal at atomic scale.16 Using a
polarization mapping technique based on atomic-resolution
STEM, stable polarized states have been directly observed in
tetragonal PbTiO3 and Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3 films with only a few
unit cells in thickness or tetragonal-like (T-like) BiFeO3 films
with thicknesses down to a single unit cell.17−19 Their
polarization strength, however, is still greatly reduced
compared to thicker (>5−10 nm) tetragonal PbTiO3 or
Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3 films, or T-like BiFeO3 films, respec-
tively.17,18,20 Enhanced polarization states stabilized by surface
impurity defects have also been observed in 2 nm-thick BiFeO3
film.21 Nevertheless, the strong polarization-defect interaction
makes the polarization stable only when it is pointing to the
defect, and therefore the enhanced polarization state is almost
certainly nonswitchable. Here, we use aberration-corrected
STEM to exam the polarization structures in a model system of
ferroelectric heterostructures composed of ferroelectric BiFeO3
films and La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 bottom electrodes. We show that,
contrary to previous measurements in ferroelectric films, the
magnitude of the out-of-plane polarization component in the
BiFeO3 films does not decrease monotonically with the
reduced film thickness, but instead presents an asymmetric
behavior for the two opposite polarized states. While the
polarization strength in the upward polarized domains is
reduced with decreasing film thickness, the polarization
strength in the downward polarized domains is surprisingly
enhanced to a great extent. This occurs with a concomitant
rhombohedral-like-to-tetragonal-like structure transformation
in the BiFeO3 film when its thickness reaches below a critical
value of ∼2 nm. Our STEM analysis coupled with electron
energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and phase-field simulations
reveal the critical nature of oxygen vacancy accumulation at the
BiFeO3/La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 interface, which produces a strong
built-in field that can lead to the observed changes of
polarization structures.
BiFeO3 is a room-temperature multiferroic exhibiting

coupled ferroelectric (TC ∼ 1103 K) and antiferromagnetic
(TN ∼ 650 K) order.22−24 Structures of epitaxial BiFeO3 films
are correlated to the misfit strain imposed by their underlying
substrates. BiFeO3 films with moderate tensile or compressive
(< ∼ 4.5%) strain are usually monoclinically distorted, but
closely resemble the bulk rhombohedral phase, and are
therefore referred to as “rhombohedral-like (R-like)” struc-
tures.25 In pseudocubic unit cells of the R-like structure
(Figure 1a), the oxygen octahedra and the central Fe cation are
displaced from their respective positions at the face and body
centers, giving rise to a large spontaneous polarization (∼100
μC cm−2) along the ⟨111⟩PC directions,22−24,26,27 where the
PC subscript represents pseudocubic indices. Under a large
compressive epitaxial strain exceeding ∼4.5%, BiFeO3 can also
be stabilized into a monoclinic structure that is T-like.25 In the
T-like structure (Figure 1a), the Fe atom is five-coordinated,
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forming an oxygen square-pyramidal that is displaced from the
center of the pseudocubic unit cell. This gives rise to a large
polarization (∼150 μC/cm2) oriented along the out-of-plane
direction.
In this work, a series of (001)PC oriented BiFeO3 thin films

with thicknesses ranging from 1.2 to 20 nm are grown on
(110)O TbScO3 substrates (where the O subscript represents
orthorhombic indices) with the insertion of 20 nm thick
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 buffered electrodes grown by molecular-beam
epitaxy (MBE).28 The BiFeO3 films were grown using the

absorption controlled MBE growth method described
previously29,30 with an Fe:Bi ratio of ∼5:1 in a 5 × 10−6

Torr background pressure of distilled ozone (∼80% O3). Using
aberration-corrected high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF)
STEM imaging, atomic-scale structures within a BiFeO3 thin
film can be directly visualized, and the polarization displace-
ment vector within each pseudocubic unit cell can be
measured. For example, in the HAADF STEM image shown
in Figure 1b, a vector, DFB, can be defined as the atomic
displacement in the image plane of the Fe cation from the
center of the unit cell formed by its four Bi neighbors and can
be directly measured by fitting the atomic columns as two-
dimensional (2D) Gaussian peaks to locate their centers and
record their offsets.16 This DFB vector, as the dominant
manifestation of the ferroelectric polarization in BiFeO3, points
toward the center of the negative oxygen charges and thus is
exactly opposite to the polarization component in the image
plane. Therefore, −DFB vectors can be used to estimate the
polarization and are called polarization vectors.
Mapping of polarization vectors in the BiFeO3 films show

that the polarization in most of the film is pointing downward,
toward the bottom electrode, which can be partially attributed
to the downward built-in field induced by the Schottky
junction at the BiFeO3/La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 interface.31 Atomic-
resolution energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) mapping
shows a Fe−O2 termination layer at the BiFeO3/
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 interface (Figure S1), which also favors a
downward polarization in the BiFeO3 layers grown above.10

On the other hand, upward polarized domains are also
frequently observed, indicating the formation of multiple stable
polarization states and thus the switchability of the BiFeO3
films. To estimate the change of the out-of-plane polarization
strength in the BiFeO3 films, we averaged local polarization
vectors across the film thickness in upward and downward

Figure 1. Polarization structures in BiFeO3 thin films. (a) Atomic
models of the pseudocubic structures of rhombohedral-like (R-like)
and tetragonal-like (T-like) BiFeO3. Polarizations are shown by light
green arrows. (b) HAADF STEM image of a BiFeO3 thin film viewed
in cross-section along the [100]PC zone axis. The overlaid brown and
blue balls mark the Bi and Fe atom columns, respectively. The DFB
vector, defined as the atomic displacement in the image plane of the
Fe cation from the center of the unit cell formed by its four Bi
neighbors, is opposite to the polarization vector (P). The black arrows
indicate a uniform downward polarization. (c) Out-of-plane
components of −DFB vectors (|−DFB|z) as a function of BiFeO3
(BFO) film thickness in upward and downward polarized domains.

Figure 2. Atomic structures in a 10 nm-thick BiFeO3 film. (a−c) A HAADF STEM image (a) of a downward polarized domain at the interface
region and corresponding maps of −DFB vectors (b) and out-of-plane lattice parameter over in-plane lattice parameter ratios (c/a ratios) (c)
overlaid on the same HAADF STEM image. (d−f) A HAADF STEM image (a) of a upward polarized domain at the interface region and
corresponding maps of −DFB vectors (b) and c/a ratios (c) overlaid on the same HAADF STEM image. (g−j) Changes of out-of-plane
components of −DFB vectors (|−DFB|z) (g), c/a ratios (h), EELS Fe L3/L2 ratios (i), and integrated O K-edge intensities (j) across the BiFeO3/
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (BFO/LSMO) interface. The yellow dashed lines indicate the BFO/LSMO interface.
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polarized domains, respectively, in each BiFeO3 film. In Figure
1c, we plot the average magnitude of the out-of-plane
polarization vectors (|−DFB|z) as a function of the film
thickness. The observed polarization attenuation with the
reduced film thickness in the upward polarized domains is
commonly expected as a result of an enhanced depolarization
field arising from interface boundary conditions.8 However, the
anomalous polarization enhancement with the reduced film
thickness in the downward polarized domains is counter-
intuitive and directly opposite to the correlation between
ferroelectric polarization and film thickness reported in
previous studies.7−12 Based on an assumed linear relationship
between the ferroelectric polarization (PS) and the −DFB
vectors,16 the out-of-plane polarization strength is estimated
to be 59 uC/cm2 in the 20 nm BiFeO3 film and increases to 72
uC/cm2 and 105 uC/cm2 in the 5 and 1.2 nm BiFeO3 films,
respectively.
To explain the asymmetric trends observed for the two

opposite polarization states, it is necessary to examine the
atomic-scale polarization distribution in the BiFeO3 films. We
first show the results of a 10 nm BiFeO3 film, in which typical
R-like crystal structures are observed. The HAADF STEM
images and corresponding maps of polarization vectors and
lattice parameters of two local regions across the BiFeO3/
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 interface with upward and downward polar-
ization states are shown in Figure 2a−c and d−f, respectively.
By averaging the data from each lattice layer, the change of the
lattice parameters and the magnitude of out-of-plane polar-
ization vectors (|−DFB|z) for the upward and downward
polarized domains is plotted in Figure 2g,h, respectively. The
most remarkable feature is a change of both polarization and
lattice parameters at the interfacial region in the BiFeO3 film
that extends four-unit cells from the interface. While the
polarization vectors are clearly attenuated at the interfacial
region of the upward polarized domain (Figure 2e), no
apparent polarization suppression is observed at the interfacial
region of the downward polarized domain (Figure 2b), and
instead, the local polarization vectors there slightly rotate into
the out-of-plane direction. As a result, the magnitudes of out-
of-plane polarization vectors at the interfacial region in the
upward polarized domain are significantly reduced, but those
in the downward polarized domain are slightly enhanced
(Figure 2g). In contrast, the mapping results in Figure 2c,f,h
similarly show an increase in the out-of-plane lattice parameter
over in-plane lattice parameter ratio (c/a) at the interfacial
regions of both domains.

The changes of polarization and lattice structures at the
interfacial regions could be correlated to local variations of
chemical profiles and oxidation states across the BiFeO3/
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 interface, as evidenced by our EELS study.
Figure 2i,j shows average profiles of the L3/L2 ratios for the Fe
and Mn L3,2-edges and average profiles of the integrated O K-
edge intensities, respectively, where similar trends are observed
for the two interface regions with opposite polarization
orientations. By comparing the measured L3/L2 values to the
reference values marked with the yellow (Fe) and blue (Mn)
bands (Figure 2i), the changes of the cations’ valence states
can be estimated.32 While away from the interface, Fe and Mn
have valence states of ∼ +3 that are close to the bulk value;
lower valence states of both elements are observed within the
interfacial layers that include three unit cells above and one
unit cell below the interface. In the corresponding EELS
spectra shown in Figures S2 and S3, the L3 peaks of both Fe
and Mn shift to lower-energy positions at the interfacial region,
which is also an indication of local valence decrease of these
transition metals. The reduction of cation valences in
perovskites is usually associated with strong local accumulation
of oxygen vacancies, which is indeed consistent with the
apparent oxygen depletion at the interfacial layers, as revealed
by the profiles of the O K-edge intensities in Figure 2j. A
reduced cation valence in general leads to an increased radius
of cations and thus to a lattice expansion in perovskite
oxides.33−35 In epitaxial thin films, as the in-plane lattice
parameters are constrained by the substrate, the lattice
expansion mostly occurs through the out-of-plane elongation.
In fact, formation of oxygen vacancies at heterostructure
interfaces has been observed in several different ferroelectric
systems, and it has been shown that these vacancies can cause
local out-of-plane lattice elongation.32,36−38 This is consistent
with our finding of enhanced c/a ratios at the interfacial
regions of the 10 nm-thick BiFeO3 film (Figure 2c,f,h).
To further illustrate the effects of interfacial oxygen

vacancies, in Figure S4 we show the maps of polarization
vectors and lattice parameters across a local BiFeO3/
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 interface with downward polarization, in
which strong accumulation of oxygen vacancies is not observed
according to EELS analysis of transition-metal valences and O
intensities (Figures S4 and S5). Of note, such a type of
interface has been rarely observed in our BiFeO3 films, as the
dominant type shows a much stronger oxygen vacancy
accumulation as discussed above. Here, the polarization
strength gradually reduces from the inner region of the

Figure 3. Phase-field simulations of polarization structures in a 10 nm-thick BiFeO3 film. (a−d) Plot of charge density (a), electric field (b),
polarization vectors in a downward polarized domain (c), and polarization vectors in an upward polarized domain (d). The yellow dashed lines
indicate the BiFeO3/La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 interface. (e) Distribution of out-of-plane polarization (Pz) in the 10 nm-thick BiFeO3 film in a 5 nm region
above the BiFeO3/La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 interface.
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BiFeO3 film to the interface (Figure S4b,d), and the c/a ratios
at the interfacial regions are not apparently enhanced
compared to the inner film (Figure S4c,e). Through the
comparison between the two types of interfaces, the critical
effects of interfacial accumulation of oxygen vacancies on the
polarization structures can be deduced. Such interface effects
become more prominent as the film thickness decreases. In the
case of a 5 nm BiFeO3 film, this leads to an overall polarization
enhancement/suppression in the downward/upward polarized
domains, respectively (Figure S6).
Phase-field simulations allow the effect of the charge

distribution induced by the accumulation of oxygen vacancies
at the interfacial region to be studied. Such accumulation of
oxygen vacancies should results in a positively charged layer of
several unit cells in thickness in the semiconducting BiFeO3
film above the interface, and consequentially an atomically
thin, negatively charged, free charge compensation layer at the
surface of the metallic La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 film. In a simulated 10
nm BiFeO3 film on a La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 substrate, we applied
positive charge densities ranging from 0.26 × 109 C/m3 to 2.08
× 109 C/m3 at a 2 nm-thick interfacial layer in the BiFeO3 film
above the interface and maintained a total zero net charge
across the heterojunction by applying corresponding negative
charge densities ranging from −1.3 × 109 C/m3 to −1.04 ×
1010 C/m3 at the surface of the La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 layer. In Figure
3c,d, the calculated stable polarization structures with a charge
density of 0.78 × 109 C/m3 at the interfacial layer of the
BiFeO3 film show apparent polarization suppression at the
interfacial region of the upward polarized domain and
polarization enhancement at the interfacial region of the
downward polarized domain, whereas the polarization in the
upper portion of the film remains mostly unperturbed. This
situation is most consistent with the experimental observation
in Figure 2. The origin of the changes of polarization structures
is the built-in electric field (Figure 3b) introduced by the
charge distribution (Figure 3a) at the interfacial layers. The
phase-field simulations thus confirm the important role of the
electrostatic boundary conditions at the interface in both
polarization states.
The situation for the coupling between accumulation of

oxygen vacancies and lattice distortion in BiFeO3 is further
complicated by possible phase transformations. Previous first-
principles calculations show that the presence of oxygen
vacancies greatly reduces the energy difference between the
rhombohedral and tetragonal phases of BiFeO3 lattices and can
thus facilitate the structural transformation.32 In our system,
we observed a R-like-to-T-like structural transformation in the
BiFeO3 lattice when the film thickness is reduced to 2.4 nm in
thickness. Figure 4a−c and d−f shows the mapping results of
an upward polarized domain and a downward polarized
domain in the 2.4 nm-thick BiFeO3 film, respectively. In the
downward polarized domain, the polarization vectors are very
large in magnitude and generally point in the out-of-plane
direction, and the lattice structure shows an out-of-plane
elongation with enhanced c/a ratios. In the upward polarized
domain, the out-of-plane polarization components are
dramatically reduced, and thus the overall polarization vectors
are generally pointing in-plane. However, the local lattice
structure still presents an out-of-plane elongation, indicating
that the accumulation of oxygen vacancies, rather than the
polarization rotation, should the driven force for the observed
lattice elongation. In Figure S7, we show the polarization in the
2.4 nm-thick film is electrically switchable by piezoelectric

force microscopy (PFM). With the film thickness further
decreasing, the T-like structure is also maintained in a 1.2 nm-
thick BiFeO3 film (Figure 4g−i), where we only observed large
polarization vectors that are pointing downward.
In conclusion, in ferroelectric BiFeO3 thin films grown on

La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 bottom electrodes, we have observed a strong
out-of-plane polarization enhancement, with a concurrent
rhombohedral-like-to-tetragonal-like structure transformation,
that occurs along with a reduction of the BiFeO3 film
thickness. We propose that this polarization enhancement and
corresponding structural transformation is caused by the
accumulation of oxygen vacancies at the BiFeO3/
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 interfaces, which tends to play a more
dominant role as the thickness of the ferroelectric film
continues to shrink. Our observation can reconcile multiple
prior studies by resolving the discrepancy that very high tunnel
electroresistance can be measured from fabricated ferroelectric
tunnel junctions, but only attenuated polarization has been
previously observed in ferroelectric ultrathin films. Our results
also call for a careful examination of the role of defect-
polarization coupling in ferroelectric films with multifunctional
properties. Further study of such coupling may allow the
polarization-mediated functionalities to be tuned by modulat-
ing the spatial distribution of oxygen vacancies in ferroelectric
films, either during material synthesis by adjusting growth
parameters or post-synthesis through applying external stimuli.
These developments could contribute to establishing the

Figure 4. Atomic structures in a 2.4 nm-thick and a 1.2 nm-thick
BiFeO3 film. (a−c) A HAADF STEM image (a) of a downward
polarized domain at the interface region of the 2.4 nm-thick BiFeO3
film and corresponding maps of −DFB vectors (b) c/a ratios (c)
overlaid on the same HAADF STEM image. (d−f) A HAADF STEM
image (d) of an upward polarized domain at the interface region of
the 2.4 nm-thick BiFeO3 film and corresponding maps of −DFB
vectors (e) c/a ratios (f) overlaid on the same HAADF STEM image.
(g−i) A HAADF STEM image (g) of a downward polarized domain
at the interface region of the 1.2 nm-thick BiFeO3 film and
corresponding maps of −DFB vectors (h) c/a ratios (i) overlaid on
the same HAADF STEM image.
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design paradigm for next-generation ferroelectric-based
reconfigurable electronic nanodevices.
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